
 

Work Prioritization 

Due to changes in regulations and corporate 
long-term spending requirements, a program 
on Project Prioritization has become 
increasing important. 
opX’s comprehensive program provides a multi-
year spending plan involving the corporate 
objectives, the changes in the budget, and the 
results if certain projects are deferred.   
opX ranks various corporate projects according to 
their overall value to the corporate bottom line.   
opX, by ranking the projects, allows utilities to reduce various operational and 
maintenance costs while identifying the risks involved if the projects would be 
deferred. The opX expert staff works intensively with corporate and the utility 
staff throughout the implementation phase to instruct them how to effectively 
use the Project Prioritization method and the various associated tools.    

 
 

 
 

 

Benefits 

 Effective use of Project 
Budgets  

 Cost Impact if Projects are 
Deferred 

 Reduced Operational 
Costs 

 Reduced Maintenance 
Costs   

When establishing a work prioritization system it is essential that 
management develops a matrix strategy that defines corporate goals.  
Scheduling of known work projects is then established, within 
budgets, and individual projects are broken down to identify the 
resources needed, including materials and manpower. This work 
prioritization plan is then distributed to all concerned departments 
and individuals. 



Since the operations of any corporate organization changes, priorities and 
budgets sometimes change.  Therefore, to be prepared for these changes and 
eliminate or reduce costly surprises, the work project status and scheduling 
must be monitored at all times. 
All of the events of the projects must also be well documented as historical 
data, or case histories, are beneficial tools for future work priority planning. 
Additional Information – for your evaluation of our very effective Project 
Prioritization Program, more details can be provided on request. In addition, 
opX engineers are willing to visit your facility to present and discuss further 
aspects of the Program. Please contact us at our website, or you can call/fax 
us directly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Consulting llc 
917 Forest Park Ct  
Keller, TX 76248, USA  
(817) 380-3004/Tel  
(817) 380-3005/Fax 
www.opxconsulting.com  

               Consulting provides a unique combination of operational,   
     organizational and management expertise to deliver improved 
business management processes, organizational assessments and 
readiness, operational excellence and future-state performance through 
the application of industry best practices and technologies.  Our firm’s 
services build upon state-of-the-art industry recognized management 
theories and methods, business processes and technologies, research 
and developments of leading organizations such as the Project 
Management Institute, the Balanced Score Card Institute. 


